
THE SISTERHOOD OF SUSTAINABILITY
GIFTWARE LOOK BOOK



The Sisterhood of Sustainability is a beautifully boutique and
handcrafted brand of sustainable homewares, personalised

stationery and ethical giftware...
 
 
 
 
 
 

It is our mission to inspire and empower women to live in a
conscious and earth friendly way by providing beautiful and
zero waste alternatives to everyday moments and products.

We're dedicated to educating women on how to lead
sustainable and ethical lifestyles whilst providing the

knowledge, advice, resources and inspiration to do so...

THE SISTERHOOD OF SUSTAINABILITY





GIFTWARE
 

A gorgeous array of thoughtful,
meaningful and purposeful gift cards,

gift tags and presents that are perfect for
every occasion and special celebration...



GIFT CARDS
 

A stunning collection of ethical gift cards which have been created with 100%
recycled materials. Inspired by nature, this collection features dozens of beautiful

designs which are perfect for every occasion





GIFT CARD SETS
 

A gorgeous array of gift card sets which have been thoughtfully put together. Hand
designed gift cards made from recycled paper and beautifully bundled together

with crisp white envelopes and a sparkling piece of copper wire





GIFT TAGS
 

Cute and practical gift tags which are perfectly designed for attaching to presents
and gifts. Made from recycled materials, lovingly hand designed in Australia and

ethically crafted to be suitable for any and every occasion





GIFT COLLECTIONS
 

These unique gift collections feature sets of beautifully crafted stationery,
homewares and giftware designs. Collections vary to include an array of different
pieces which have all been designed and created in Australia from 100% recycled

materials





SUSTAINABLE GIFT PACKS
 

A beautifully curated collection of sustainable gift packs which come complete with
a selection of our beautiful homewares, stationery and giftware pieces and wrapped

with our sustainable gift wrapping made from recycled fabric





CREATE YOUR OWN GIFT PACK
 

Bring your dream gift pack to life by choosing your favourite sustainable and ethical
homewares, stationery and giftware pieces to include. Your unique selection will

then be beautifully bundled together with recycled packaging materials, reusable
fabric wrapping paper and ribbon - ready for gifting to someone special!







  We're committed to providing a wonderful and sustainable approach to luxury
homewares through our product design, material selection and manufacturing

processes. Each item has been carefully and lovingly hand designed in
Brisbane and then either ethically handcrafted with 100% recycled materials or

produced in an Australian factory that runs entirely off solar power.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

On top of our commitment to luxury and sustainable products, we also remove
100 pieces of rubbish from the environment for each order that we receive and

invest 10% of the profits towards our reforestation and conservation projects.
 

For assistance, or to talk with our customer service team, please email
hello@sisterhoodofsustainability.com

OUR ETHICAL GIFTWARE COLLECTION


